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The Most Popular Sparring Gloves
Every sparring enthusiast knows the value of sparring gloves. It is in fact written under the martial arts rule that
participants of every sparring event is required to wear sparring gear, which includes gloves, for protection of the hands.
This rule is primarily due to the fact that sparring can be harmful if improperly done, thus a bit of protection must be
employed to avoid any injury or damages that may occur.
If you are one of those who share common interest in sparring and are currently looking for the top-quality sparring
gloves available, you would probably be happy to know that such items can now be ordered and purchased online. As
you may know, several online stores are now in business advertising and offering martial arts products for the martial
artists, amateur and professionals alike. However, since a multitude of martial arts shops now inhabit the Internet, each
claiming to be the number one one-stop shop for martial arts equipments and accessories, finding the top quality sparring
gloves can be confusing. That confusion is even worse if you do not know what exactly to look for in a sparring glove.
Thanks to some reviews, however, searching for the best sparring gloves has become simple and hassle free.
And, based on some research into consumer reviews, the best selling sparring gloves include the following:
Lightning Punches
Lightning Punches are readily available on the market. These sparring gloves are made of half-inch thick foam, providing
coverage for wrist, back of hand, thumb and knuckles. The gloves have finger slots and strap across the back of the
hand, and this is what actually helps the user execute an impressive punching technique. And, another nice feature of
these sparring gloves is that they come with unique crescent moon cutouts which enable better flexibility at the wrist.
Everlast Sparring Gloves
The Everlast sparring gloves usually feature double and triple reinforced seams for round after round of action. They are
constructed with multi-layered foam padding to help protect the users when delivering their punches. Perhaps what's
best about this product is that the Everlast sparring gloves come complete with attached thumbs and water repellent
satin dura-liner. This product is now available in two types: the Muay Thai Leather sparring gloves and the Muay Thai
Synthetic Leather sparring gloves; both are manufactured in Thailand.
Macho Dyna Punch
Numerous claims say that with the Macho Dyna Punch, training and sparring will never be same after you try these
awesome sparring gloves. The gloves feature innovative finger grip slots that help the martial artist's open and closed
hand techniques improve. In addition, the Macho Dyna Punch features a strap across the palm, which helps keep the
guard secure on the user's hand. The gloves even enhance its high impact potential thanks to a contoured double layer
of foam that's placed over the knuckles for additional shock absorption.
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